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The Préalpes klippen are formed 
by a series of nappes of which the 
most important are the Préalpes Mé-
dianes. This nappe detached from its 
Briançonnais homeland during its in-
corporation into the orogenic wedge 
and was subsequently emplaced 
towards the N-NW onto the foreland 
during and after the Early Oligocene. 
Most tectonic and all of its very low-
grade metamorphic features were 
acquired during the incorporation 
into the Alpine accretionary wedge 
between 45 and 27Ma. Some out-of-
sequence thrusting to the N and to 
the W-NW (Préalpes and underlying 
Subalpine Flysch), brittle faults cut-
ting the whole nappe structure, and 
a high structural relief in the Préalpes 
to the N and S of Lake Léman, have 
been linked to events post-dating the 
emplacement of the Préalpes onto the 
Alpine foreland. 

Former studies have shown that 
3 brittle deformation events occur 
between the main emplacement and 
the post-emplacement tectonics in the 
Préalpes: 
1) Deformation during pre- to syn-

emplacement on the Oligocene 
Molasse foreland led to the for-
mation of thrusts and tear-faults. 
Fault/striae sets show a NW-SE 
compression and a horizontal 
NE-SW extension consistent with 
thrusting and strike-slip move-
ment 

2) In the E Chablais Préalpes, large-
scale strike-slip faults crosscut 
the folds and thrusts, postdating 
the Oligocene emplacement of 
the Préalpes klippen (ex. NW-SE 
sinistral Tanay-Tombeau des Al-
lemands accident).

3) A third generation of brittle faults 
can be seen in the Quaternary 
cover in front of the Préalpes 
in the Chablais area. The main 
fault described in the Quaternary 
sediments (Bouchillon-Evian ac-

cident) strikes NW-SE and has a 
normal NE-downward offset. This 
fault has supposedly been active 
into the present.
Despite many studies, we are 

today still lacking a clear understand-
ing of the Préalpes tectonic evolution 
post-dating the nappe emplacement 
(post-Early Oligocene, 30 Ma). We 
investigate the fractures and brittle 
deformation in order to understand 
their relationship with the fault-re-
lated folds and the nappe emplace-
ments. A major emphasis is put on 
the possible post-nappe emplacement 
fractures. Are these “neo-tectonic” 
faults restricted to the overthrust nap-

pes or do they extend into the Molasse 
foreland and substratum?

Examples from different areas will 
be shown, trying to show this relation-
ship of the fractures and faults with the 
larger scale thrust and fold structures. 
Thus the Vanil Noir and Sarine area 
show the hitherto unknown extent and 
dimension of many of these faults and 
the importance in the development of 
the morphology. An example from 
the west of the Rhône in the Gramont 
Tanay area shows the existence of 
an important dextral strike-slip fault 
extending over several kilometres and 
possibly cutting into the underlying 
Molasse.
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Figure 1 Example of fault and striation analyses from the Tanay-Tombeau des 
Allemands areas (Chablais). The Stress analysis indicates a dextral movement 
along a major NW-SW oriented fault. The majority of faults are vertical with 
horizontal displacements. We suggest that a Riedel model with 1st and 2nd 
order fault sets can explain this disposition and the chronological evolution.
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In many instances it was pos-
sible to carry out a fault kinematics 
analyses (stress inversion and right 
dihedra methods) to determine the 
paleo-stress patterns. We will discuss 
the homogeneity of the data and pos-

sible existence of several superposed 
events. This is in rare occasions 
shown by curved and superposed sets 
of slicken-fibres. 

Finally we will discuss possible 
chronologies and fault models ex-

plaining the present fracture pattern, 
and will attempt to put these data in a 
regional context and discuss the tim-
ing of their development.


